The Gift of Evangelism Survey
Thanks for taking the few minutes it will take to complete this survey.
As you read through the following 60 statements, mark one of the five options which, at present, best
characterizes you and your situation. Be as honest as possible with yourself—only then will the results provide
you with an accurate basis for identifying your leadership and evangelism gifts in the days ahead.
Once all of the questions have been answered, Barnabas Missions will score the results and will get back to you
at the email address you provided concerning the outcome.

*1. I enjoy ______ integrating into other cultures and adapting to foreign customs.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

to a minimal extent

not at all

*2. I enjoy ______ evaluating statements made by other Christians to determine whether
they might mislead the church.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

to a minimal extent

not at all

*3. I enjoy ______ talking with nonChristians about Jesus and my relationship to Him.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

to a minimal extent

not at all

*4. I enjoy ______ playing a role in delivering others from demonic influence.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

to a minimal extent

not at all

*5. I enjoy ______ praying regularly for the healing of the sick.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

to a minimal extent

not at all

*6. I enjoy ______ welcoming even unexpected guests and providing them with food and
lodging.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

to a minimal extent

not at all

to a minimal extent

not at all

*7. I enjoy ______ spending an hour or more in prayer.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

*8. I enjoy ______ leading people in such a way that they learn to work together toward a
common goal.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

to a minimal extent

not at all
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*9. I enjoy ______ caring for those who are on the fringe of society.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

to a minimal extent

not at all

to a minimal extent

not at all

*10. I enjoy ______ praying for the supernatural.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

*11. I enjoy ______ caring for the spiritual wellbeing of other Christians and mentoring
them in their spiritual journey.
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

to a minimal extent

not at all

*12. I enjoy ______ expressing my thoughts and feelings through the arts (e.g. drama,
pantomime, painting, graphics, etc.).
to a very great extent

to a great extent

to some extent

to a minimal extent

not at all

*13. I would ______ like, more than in the past, to assist other Christians by using my
gifts to further their ministry.
very much

really

somewhat

not so much

not at all

*14. I would ______ like, more than in the past, to provide an atmosphere in my home that
is welcoming to strangers.
very much

really

somewhat

not so much

not at all

*15. I would ______ like, more than in the past, to commit a lot of time to prayer.
very much

really

somewhat

not so much

not at all

*16. I would ______ like, more than in the past, to give myself to leadership tasks.
very much

really

somewhat

not so much

not at all

*17. I would ______ like, more than in the past, to be more involved with people that are
generally neglected or rejected by society.
very much

really

somewhat

not so much

not at all
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*18. I would ______ like, more than in the past, to experience God working signs and
wonders through me.
very much

really

somewhat

not so much

not at all

*19. I would ______ like, more than in the past, to participate in the planting of new
churches in order to reach people that otherwise would not be reached.
very much

really

somewhat

not so much

not at all

*20. I would ______ like, more than in the past, to come alongside of other Christians to
help them grow in the faith.
very much

really

somewhat

not so much

not at all

*21. It has ______ been my experience that people from other cultures have been
attracted to me.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never

*22. It has ______ been my experience that I am often burdened for people who are
outside the faith and feel a deep concern for their spiritual state.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never

*23. It has ______ been my experience that I have been able to recognize false motives
that were masked behind "spiritualsounding" words.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never

*24. It has ______ been my experience that God has used me to lead others to Jesus
Christ.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never

*25. It has ______ been my experience that others have been delivered from some kind
of spiritual bondage through my prayers.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never
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*26. It has ______ been my experience that God has healed ailing individuals, either
physically or mentally, for whom I have prayed.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never

*27. It has ______ been my experience that God has used me as a channel for
accomplishing signs and wonders.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never

*28. It has ______ been my experience that leaders of other churches have accepted and
applied my counsel.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never

*29. It has ______ been my experience that through a longterm personal relationship, I
have been able to help others grow in their faith.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never

*30. It has ______ been my experience that Christians have confirmed that the message I
have shared with them was a message from God.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never

*31. It has ______ been my experience that others have noted that I have the gift of
evangelism.
very often

often

sometimes

seldom

never

*32. The following statement applies to me ______: It really bothers me that many
Christians don't share their faith with others.
very strongly

strongly

somewhat

hardly

not at all

*33. The following statement applies to me ______: I have been used by God to lead many
people in a prayer of commitment to Christ throughout my life.
very strongly

strongly

somewhat

hardly

not at all
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*34. The following statement applies to me ______: It troubles me that so many
Christians do not reckon with the existence of demons.
very strongly

strongly

somewhat

hardly

not at all

*35. The following statement applies to me ______: It bothers me more than other
Christians that in most churches so little prayer is offered on behalf of the sick.
very strongly

strongly

somewhat

hardly

not at all

*36. The following statement applies to me ______: I enjoy helping others in their search
for answers to their questions.
very strongly

strongly

somewhat

hardly

not at all

*37. The following statement applies to me ______: When a group lacks a leader, I am
likely to take the initiative.
very strongly

strongly

somewhat

hardly

not at all

*38. The following statement applies to me ______: My prayer is that God will use me to
perform signs and wonders, as He did with many first century Christians.
very strongly

strongly

somewhat

hardly

not at all

*39. The following statement applies to me ______: It really bothers me that many
Christians are inadequately mentored, both personally and spiritually.
very strongly

strongly

somewhat

hardly

not at all

*40. The following statement applies to me ______: It's my prayer that God will give me a
message for others more frequently than He has in the past.
very strongly

strongly

somewhat

hardly

not at all

*41. I find it ______ to establish contact with those who have a completely different
lifestyle than I do.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience
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*42. I find it ______ to share the gospel with unbelievers.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience

*43. I find it ______ to determine whether another person's words are of divine, human,
or satanic origin.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience

*44. I find it ______ to sense when another person is open to the Gospel.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience

*45. I find it ______ to quickly take a conversation with someone I hardly know to a
deeper, more meaningful level.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience

*46. I find it ______ to recognize whether there are areas of someone's life which are
under demonic influence.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience

*47. I find it ______ to pray for the sick in a personal and concrete way.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience

*48. I find it ______ to share insights and information in a logical, interesting, and easily
understandable manner.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience

*49. I find it ______ to help visitors feel "at home."
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience
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*50. I find it ______ to pray for signs and wonders.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience
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*51. I find it ______ to counsel groups and churches with regard to their spiritual
situation.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience

*52. I find it ______ to receive insights from God reflecting His will in specific situations.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience

*53. I find it ______ to exercise creative forms of communication such as painting,
drama, pantomime, etc.
very easy

easy

neither easy nor hard

hard

very hard /
outside my experience

*54. I am ______ willing to register for training sessions that will help me grow in my
ability to lead others to faith in Christ.
always

usually

sometimes

only in the case of need

not at all

*55. I am ______ willing to get involved in the battle against demonic powers.
always

usually

sometimes

only in the case of need

not at all

*56. I am ______ willing to join a prayer ministry for the sick.
always

usually

sometimes

only in the case of need

not at all

*57. I am ______ willing to join an evangelism ministry for reaching the lost in my
community.
always

usually

sometimes

only in the case of need

not at all

*58. I am ______ willing to assume the leadership of a large group of Christians.
always

usually

sometimes

only in the case of need

not at all

*59. I am ______ willing to communicate messages from the Lord to believers, even
when these messages are unpopular.
always

usually

sometimes

only in the case of need

not at all
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*60. You've completed the questions! Now we just need you to provide name and address
information so that we can tabulate this survey. Once you have completed the survey
please email office@barnabasmissions.org and we will discuss the results with you once
they are ready. Thank you!
Name
Company
Address 1
Address 2
City
State
Zip
Email Address
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